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  – Director, Application Management Services – MRIS

• Ashish Antal
  – Director of Engineering – MLS Listings

• Gregg Belli
  – System and Network Engineer – Metro MLS
Goals

• Understand use cases for “update”

• Discuss the major challenges

• Identify potential paths forward
What is “update”?

Enabling authorized users to add, change or delete records or attributes within a database.
Use Cases

• Create a new listing record
• Modify an attribute like price, status, etc.
• Change or add photos for a listings
• Add or change an open house
• Batch update a set of records
• More…
Challenges

• What resources should be editable?
• What REST method? PUT? PATCH? POST?
• Standard way to expose/enforce rules?
• Do we need standardized enums?
• What about security, data integrity?
• How does “Project Upstream” affect this?
Moving Forward

• Not, if or when…but how fast?
• Can we agree on
  – Common use cases?
  – Common rules?
  – common processes / practices?
Your Thoughts?

What have we missed?
Thank you!